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Ya:na:’a’awh is a Hupa word meaning, singing, or 
raising a song: it refers to a soloist introducing a solo 

song during a ceremonial dance.

 —Victor Golla
 Hupa Language Dictionary

Ya:na:’a’awh also means raising up a prayer to heal 
someone who is sick. The medicine person raises up 

their hands toward the Creator and the sickness is 
taken away.

 —Ray Baldy
 Hupa Elder

Native American  language curriculum
designed for High School, Adult Education,
and Higher Education levels
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	 This	is	a	language	book,	where	the	focus	is	the	study	of	the	Hupa	
language	through	the	presentation	of	four	songs.	The	songs	of	Alice	Pratt	
are	presented	as	Hupa	texts	that	are	similar	to	poems.	Included	with	the	
texts	are	direct	translations	and	English	translations.	In	addition,	a	contex-
tual	interpretation	is	presented,	with	discussions	of	vocabulary,	grammar,	
sentence	context,	and	social	context.	This	interpretation	is	intended	to	
increase	the	usefullness	of	the	book	by	providing	practical	information.

	 It	is	hoped	that	this	book	will	further	develop	the	study	of	the	Hupa	
language.	Alice	Pratt	was	a	Hupa	language	teacher	who	was	genuinely	
	interested	in	sharing	her	knowledge	with	Hupa	young	people.	This	book	
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was	involved	in	an	Indian	language	project.	At	this	time,	Alice	Pratt	taught	
Indian	language	at	the	Mi-je’e:-din	Day	Care	Center	and	at	the	Hoopa	
	Valley	Pre-School.	Alice	taught	words	and	expressions,	and	also	songs	
for	the	benefit	of	future	generations	of	Hupa	language	learners.

	 	This	book	is	intended	for	the	educational	levels	of	high	school,	adult	
education,	 and	higher	 education,	where	 the	 learner	 can	 translate	 and	
	interpret	meanings	in	context.	A	children’s	textbook	with	text,	translation,	
and	illustrations,	is	available	for	elementary	school	children.
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	 	 	 C O N S O N A N T S

		 The	phonetic	spelling	system	used	in	this	book	is	the	Hupa	
phonetic	writing	system	developed	by	Victor	Golla.1		This	system	
uses	 English	 language	 characters	 to	 represent	 consonants	 and	
vowels	in	the	Hupa	language.	Such	a	system	has	the	advantage	
of	usability	with	a	standard	English	keyboard.		

	Characters	in	the	Hupa	phonetic	writing	system	are	as	follows:

The Hupa Phonetic
Writing System

	 	 	 Closest	English	 	
Hupa	Sounds	 	 				Equivalent	 	 Hupa	Example

b	 bear	 bo:-se
	 	 	 [cat]

ch	 chair	 min-dich
	 	 	 [wildcat]

chw	 inchworm	 chwich
	 	 	 [wood]

ch’	 [ch,	catch		 ch’ahl
	 after	ch2]	 	 [frog]

d	 deer	 daw
	 	 	 [no]



x

	 	 Closest	English	
	 Hupa	Sounds	 Equivalent	 Hupa	Example

dz	 	 adze	 	 	 di-dzit
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [it’s	short]

g	 	 geese	 	 	 li-ge:y
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [pine	squirrel]
	
gy	 	 figure	 	 	 di-gyan
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [here]

h	 	 hen	 	 	 han’
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [river]
	
j	 	 jar	 	 	 je:-nis
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [day]

k	 	 keep	 	 	 di-tsik
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [unshelled	acorns]

ky	 	 thank	you		 	 ni-kya:w
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [it’s	big]

k’	 	 [k,	catch	after	k]	 	 dink’
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [four]

ky’	 	 ky	[stop	after	y]	 	 ky’oh
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [porcupine]
	
l	 	 let	 	 	 me’-dil
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [canoe]

l	 	 [breathy3]	 	 	 la’
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [one]

m	 	 mill	 	 	 ke:-nim
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [eight]
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	 	 Closest	English	
	 Hupa	Sounds	 Equivalent	 Hupa	Example

n	 	 now	 	 	 	 na:-ti-noxw
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [Hoopa]

ng	 	 ring	 	 	 	 whing
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [song]

q	 	 [back	k4]	 	 	 qo:
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [worm]

q’	 	 [back	k,	 	 	 q’at
	 	 catch	after	k]	 	 	 	 [enough]

s	 	 sit	 	 	 	 	 sa:ts’
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [bear]

sh	 	 rush	 	 	 	 diysh-ta:ng-’a:-ding	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [Tish	Tang]

t	 	 tea		 	 	 	 lit
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [smoke]
	
t’	 	 [t,	catch	after	t]			 	 t’e’
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [blanket]

tl’	 	 [t	and	breathy		 	 	 tl’oh
	 	 l,	catch		 	 	 	 [grass]
	 	 after	l]

ts	 	 cats	 	 	 	 tse:
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [stone]

ts’	 	 [ts,	catch		 	 	 whi-sits’
	 	 	 after	ts]	 	 	 	 [my	skin]
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	 	 Closest	English	
	 Hupa	Sounds	 Equivalent	 Hupa	Example

w	 	 word	 	 	 wil-dang’
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [yesterday]

wh	 	 whirred	 	 	 wha:	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [sun]

x	 	 [raspy,	back	h]	 	 	 nahx
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [two]

xw	 	 [raspy,	back	h,	 	 	 na:-ti-noxw
	 	 followed	by	x]	 	 	 	 [Hoopa]

y	 	 yes	 	 	 ya’
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [lice]

’	 	 [catch]	 	 	 ’ah
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [cloud]

	 	 	

	 	 	 				

a	 	 fun		 	 	 nan-dil
	 	 &	 	 	 	 	 [snow]
	 	 father	 	 	 xon-tah
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [house]

a:	 	 ah		 	 	 whi-na:’
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 my	eye]

e	 	 met	 	 	 whi-xe’
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [my	foot]

	 	 	 V O W E L S
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ay	 	 	 	 lie	[clipped]	 	 	 	 din-day
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [arrowhead]

a:y	 	 	 	 lie	[drawled]	 	 	 	 whi-kya:y
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [my	daughter’s		
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 child,	woman	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 speaking]

aw	 		 	 	 how	[clipped]	 	 	 	 daw
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [no]

a:w	 	 	 	 how	[drawled]	 	 	 	 li-q’a:w
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [pig]

e:y	 	 	 	 day		 	 	 	 ts’e:y
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [brush]

e:	 	 	 	 eh	 	 	 	 whi-tse:’
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [my	daughter
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 man	speaking]
	
i	 	 	 	 hit	 	 	 	 tin	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [trail]

o	 	 	 	 cold	 	 	 	 je:-lo’
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [storage	basket]

o:	 	 	 	 oh	 	 	 	 xo-tso:’
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [her	breast]

	 	 Closest	English	
	 Hupa	Sounds	 Equivalent	 Hupa	Example

	 	 	 C O M B I N A T I O N S
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e:w	 	 	 bay	window	 	 	 me:w
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [underneath]

iy	 	 	 see	 	 	 	 liy
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [bet]

iw	 	 	 new		 	 	 whi-jiw’
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [my	ear]

oy	 	 	 boy	[clipped]	 	 	 k’i-t’loy	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [weaving]

o:y	 	 	 boy	[drawled]	 	 	 mil-to:y
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [bucket]

ow	 	 	 row	[clipped]	 	 	 li-tsow
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [blue,	green]

o:w	 	 	 row	[drawled]	 	 	 k’i-t’o:w
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 [paddle]

	 	 Closest	English	
	 Hupa	Sounds	 Equivalent	 Hupa	Example

	 	 	

FOOTNOTES

	 1The	phonetic	alphabet	and	chart	are	derived	from	V.	Golla,	A 
Short Practical Grammar of Hupa,	pp.	12-14;	use	of	the	alphabet	is	
governed	by	a	resolution	of	the	Hoopa	Valley	Tribe.
	 2By	catch	is	meant	an	abrupt	stop	of	the	flow	of	sound.	
	 3Breathy	l	is	articulated	with	the	tongue	on	the	roof	of	the	mouth	
near	the	upper	teeth.
	 4Back	k	is	articulated	from	the	back	of	the	throat.
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SONGS IN CONTEXT

Songs In Context

 Songs are musical forms of human speech. By musical, I mean melo-
dies and rhythms that may include words, but that differ from speech in 
having a larger range of sounds. Songs share with speech some important 
characteristics. Songs, like spoken discourse, are organized into units called 
speech events. Speech events are the structure of the language of a song. 
Speech events provide the element of organization that gives a song with 
meaning. Generally, members of a social group, such as an Indian tribe, 
share the same ideas of what a song means, and this knowledge that they 
hold in common is their shared meaning.

  To identify meaning in a song, we look at its beginning, its ending, 
and at the organized pattern of sound that flows from the beginning to 
the end. When the song has words, this organized pattern is composed 
of sentences. 

 In addition to the words themselves, to identify meaning in a speech 
event, we consider a speaker and an audience. Most importantly, we want 
to know the speaker’s intention with regard to the audience. 
 
  Whereas some intentions are specific to a particular situation, some 
intentions are more general. Other intentions are predetermined by the 

C H A P T E R    1
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CHAPTER 1

social group. In an Indian song, a general intention is expressiveness. 
 Expressiveness is conveyed through a combination of rhythms, words, 
chants, and melodies in Northwestern California Indian songs. 

 The expressive form that a song takes is related to what the singer has 
learned: its form may be learned directly from an older family member, it 
may be heard in a ceremonial dance, it may come to an individual who is 
training or fasting, or it may come by visiting a particular place. In all of the 
above examples, the form that follows is a traditional pattern. By traditional, 
we mean that it is handed down from one generation to the next.
 
  It is possible for an individual to originate a song, even in a traditional 
culture. In Hupa culture, many songs are expressions of living things in 
nature. An individual song may be an expression of the sound of a creek 
flowing over rocks. It may come to a singer when she is at a particular 
creek. Its sounds flow through her, as an expression of bubbling water 
or a singing bird. The singer responds intuitively with a song. Many in-
dividuals carry the genesis of songs inside them, and their experiences 
determine which of those songs will develop. 

 Regardless of whether the expression of the song is handed down 
or original, it can be part of the ceremonial life of the tribe. It becomes a 
social act that is language-centered. The name given to language-centered 
social acts is speech event. 

 Speech events are defined by the structure of their language (the 
words themselves), and by a relationship between speaker and other 
participants (the intention of the speaker, and the responses of the 
other participants.)

  The structure of speech events is characterized by a beginning sen-
tence and an ending sentence, and organized sentence groups between 
them. Many Northwest California Indian songs are composed of repetitions 
and variations of a single sentence. Three of the songs in this book are 
ceremonial dance songs, composed of sentences, with rhythmic variations 
created by a chant that is also repeated. So, these speech events begin 
with a Hupa sentence, and end with a chant. The listener recognizes the 
cues for what type of speech event is occurring, and responds accord-
ingly. Many Kick Dance songs tell about mountains, for example, so if 
listeners hear a singer begin singing the name of the mountain, they 
are cued in to a Kick Dance speech event.
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 Our knowledge about speech events can be seen as a knowledge of 
context. Some of the context is provided by the ceremony. Two of the songs 
in this book are from the Flower Dance, and one is a Kick Dance song.

  In describing Hupa ceremonies, I rely primarily on two sources 
besides Alice; these are P. E. Goddard’s Hupa Life and Culture and 
 Edward Sapir’s Hupa Texts, translated by Victor Golla (see References). 
Kick Dance songs are called either “heavy” or “light” songs, accord-
ing to their pace and rhythm. A Flower Dance song can be either a 
“woman’s” song or a “man’s” song. 
 
 Knowledge about the ceremonies from which the songs come 
 increases understanding of the songs. The Kick Dance and Flower 
Dance are two important ceremonies of the Hupa, and there are three 
other ceremonial dances that are important today, the Brush Dance, 
the White Deerskin Dance, and the Jump Dance. Knowledge about 
the ceremonies provides listeners with a social context. Context of 
this nature is what is known as social context. It is what is known by 
members of the community about a speech event, based on their prior 
knowledge of similar events. The element of social context affects the 
structure of the speech event. According to what type of dance it is, a 
particular chant may end a particular song.

  In our search for the structure of the speech event itself, we begin 
with the concept of sentence context. We identify key words in a sentence, 
and then we look at the words preceding and at the words following. The 
way that meaning is woven through the words in a sentence, as well 
as between sentences is the way that we can organize what the singer 
intends us to hear, and thereby interpret what the song means. 
 
 To understand the concept of sentence context, we observe and in-
terpret vocabulary, grammar, and word order. In explaining the sentence 
 context of the word, ni-nis-a:n, or mountain, when as it appears in the 
sentence, “Sa:ts’ ni-nis-a:n mi-tis wi:ng-yey,” we define the meaning of 
ni-nis-a:n in relation to the words preceding and following it. 

 The first word, sa:ts’ provides a context for the word ni-nis-a:n, as 
do the words preceding: mi-tis wi:ng-yey. In other words, bear, and went 
over, form a context for mountain. The meaning of ni-nis-a:n is shaped 
by its sentence context.
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	 	 English	 Hupa

	 Sentence	 over it mi-tis
	 Context	 she went wi:ng-yey
	 Preceding	Word

 The following diagram illustrates how ni-nis-a:n can refer to “moun-
tain,” “world,” “earth,” “country,” or “land,” and how the listener uses the 
sentence context to select the most appropriate meaning: 

 We need to use our knowledge of sentence context here to know 
that we are correct in translating ni-nis-a:n as mountain, because 
we know that ni-nis-a:n can also have other meanings. The direct 
translation of ni-nis-a:n is arrived at through the meanings of the 
root words, “nin’” and “sa’an”. Knowing that the direct translation is 
“ground—standing,” we understand why any one of several meanings 
for ni-nis-a:n is possible. 

Defining	a	Hupa	Word	Using	Sentence	Context

	 	 English	 Hupa

	 Sentence
	 Context	 bear sa:ts’
	 Preceding	Word

	 Hupa	Word	 Direct	Translation

 ni-nis-a:n nin’ sa’an
  ground1 standing

 English  mountain
 Translation  country
    world 
     earth
      land
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  Ni-nis-a:n is translated by the words “ground,” “earth,” “country,” or 
“land.”  “Ground—standing” can be seen to refer to a mountain which 
can look like “ground,” standing up, or it can refer to the country, where 
there are many mountains, and where the ground stands up against a 
landscape. Then again, this image can refer to the earth, our world. To 
know what meaning of ni-nis-a:n is most appropriate, we need consider 
the words preceding and following it. We choose “mountain” as the mean-
ing when we fit the possible meanings of ni-nis-a:n into the context of 
this particular sentence.

   In this example, “mountain” is a more appropriate translation than 
“ground,” because the song is about a place, and “ground” is not a place. 
It is more appropriate than “earth,” because the singer sings about “go-
ing over” some place on the earth. It is more appropriate than “country,” 
country not being something the bear would go over either. And “land,” 
again is too general a term here.

 So, looking at the sentence context allows us to make choices of 
 meaning for particular words. Meaning is influenced, though not entirely 
determined by words that precede or follow.

 There are some additional aspects of sentence context to consider. 
First, interpretation of sentence context, even though a matter of the in-
ternal structure of the speech event, depends upon prior knowledge of 
the speaker and listener. So speech event structure is always dependent 
upon outside factors. The speaker for whom ni-nis-a:n has only one 
meaning is not able to choose among meanings, and has to apply the 
one meaning he knows. The listener who knows only that ni-nis-a:n can 
mean “country,” is unable to apply the meaning of “mountain.”

 Second, the structure of the sentence context of a word can extend 
beyond an individual sentence. In the sentence we are considering, 
 repeating a sentence a specific number of times and adding a chant at the 
end of the sentence, can make the sentence a line in a ceremonial song, 
whereas without the repetitions and chant, it is merely a sentence.  

 Third, sentence context is closely related to social context. Social 
context is the social knowledge that gives a song meaning. This knowl-
edge includes what is known by the speaker and listener, and can go 
as far back into history as the tribal memory. Social context can refer to 
ancestor’s beliefs, it can refer to tribal customs, or it can refer to a specific 
person’s memory of personal experiences. 
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	 Hupa	 De-dit-de2 ni-nis-a:n meûk

	 Direct	
	 Translation

	 Hupa	 tes-lat

	 Direct
	 Translation

	
	 Free	Translation	 She found out that it had floated around the world.

	 Social	Context	     

  Social context can explain differences in interpretations. A name may 
have one meaning at one time, and another meaning another time, because 
it may call up a different social context. The word, “ni-nis-a:n,” is likely to 
evoke a different meaning in a Kick Dance song than in a basketmaking 
song. If sung in a Kick Dance song, it is likely some reference to doctor 
training. In a basketmaker’s song, the meaning of ni-nis-a:n is more likely 
to be associated with making a basket. 

 We have just given an interpretation of the word “ni-nis-a:n” to be 
mountain. Now, we will offer another instance of the use of “ni-nis-a:n” 
where it is most appropriately defined—world. In a basketmaker’s story, 
a basket maker makes such a fine basket that it floats around the world. 
The example below illustrates:

(Prior knowledge)

She found out world over

it had floated

For baskets to float, they need water. Water is
found beyond Hupa territory across the world.  

  
 We interpret the meaning of the word ni-nis-a:n as “world,” because 
that is the meaning that makes the most sense, given what we know about 
baskets and the world. Baskets need water to float, and water is what 
is encountered when one goes beyond Hupa territory across the world. 
We also use our knowledge of sentence context here, because the noun, 
ni-nis-a:n fits best with the verb, tes-lat, when it is translated “world.” 
Social context comes into play when we consider the Hupa world view 
that is operative here.

Interpreting	a	Hupa	Word	in	a	Social	Context
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 Social context, then, is how the past knowledge of our community 
is applied to an interpretation of an individual speech event. We use it 
in combination with sentence context. Social context is a useful concept 
 because it can explain differences in interpretations. Not only is the so-
cial context for an individual singer different at different times, the social 
 context for different individuals can vary consistently when their experi-
ences are different.

 An example of the influence of social context occurs in the Kick 
Dance song in this book when determining the meaning of two moun-
tains with nearly the same name. They are Nan-dil Win-t’e: Di-yey and 
Nan-dil Win-t’e: Q’it. In the song sung by Alice, the name Nan-dil Win-t’e: 
Di-yey refers to Mt. Shasta. Mt. Shasta is named Nan-dil Win-t’e: Q’it by 
P. E. Goddard in a Hupa text about Yi-ma:n-ti’win-yay.4

 A very similar name, Nan-dil Win-t’e: Q’it, is used to identify a moun-
tain in connection with the Kick Dance by another Hupa speaker. Sam 
Brown states that he went to Nan-dil Win-t’e: Q’it to train, and then says 
that this mountain has the English name of Mary Baline Mountain in the 
New River country.3 The facts of two mountains associated with the Kick 
Dance having identical names and one mountain having two different 
names for different speakers are examples of social context.4 Different 
social contexts can explain such differences in meaning. The social con-
text of Nan-dil Win-t’e: Di-yey for Alice may have to do with training 
places that her ancestors knew, whereas the Kick Dance training places 
for Sam’s family at Nan-dil Win-t’e: Q’it were different. The reoccurrence 
of the same name can be explained by the association of the Kick Dance 
with mountains at the highest altitudes due to the necessity for training 
to be as rigorous as possible. The identical parts of the names in all three 
instances refer to “eternal snow,” substantiating this hypothesis in relation 
to these places.

 The usefulness of the concept of social context can be seen in this 
instance. Understanding social context helps us understand the similarities 
and differences in the experience of different speakers, and to identify 
shared knowledge throughout a community.

 There is a final aspect of social context that remains to be considered, 
relating to social situation. Social context includes not only past knowl-
edge, but also the situation that is created each time the song is sung. 
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The social situation for the songs in this book was a Hupa language class 
where Alice sang for pre-school children. 

 This context refers to the fact that Alice was a person who liked sharing 
her songs. When she shared, she was part of the process of passing the songs 
on to the younger generation. In listening to her songs today, we hope to 
experience some of the joyousness with which she shared them. And we 
participate in the process of passing on living expressions of song.

 Finally, a new context is being created with the publication of these 
songs. This book has provided an opportunity to commemorate the 
contributions of Alice Pratt. It offers an opportunity to pay respects to 
a well-known singer. Younger generations may now come to know her 
through her songs.

 In sum, using a contextual approach, we can understand more about 
meaning. We select the most appropriate meanings of words by consid-
ering the sentence context filtered through our experiences, where we 
apply social context. Whereas the sentence context is contained within 
the patterns of the words in the song itself, social context consists of sur-
rounding circumstances. These include not only the type of ceremony 
that is occurring, but also who the singer is, who the audience is, when 
the song is occurring, where it is taking place. Social context is a broad 
concept that extends to other areas of life besides ceremonies and in-
cludes a variety of types of social knowledge. It can be knowledge that 
goes back into history, relating to an old time belief. Sentence context 
and social context mingle in almost every interpretation, so it is good to 
keep them in mind when seeking to understand language.

FOOTNOTES
 
1 English translations for Ni-nis-a:n are found in V. Golla, Hupa Language 

Dictionary, p. 151, p. 152, 156; P.E. Goddard, UCPAAE, vol. 1, p. 325.

2 P. E. Goddard, UCPAAE. vol. 3, p. 208. Spelling of Hupa words in this 
table is from Goddard.

3 V. Golla, Edward Sapir’s Hupa Texts, p. 148.

4 There are other variations for this placename; see, for example, 
P. E. Goddard, UCPAAE, Vol. 1, p. 328. In a medicine story, Nan-dil 
Win-t’e: Ding is the setting for narration about curing a wound.



Sa:ts’ ni-nis-a:n mi-tis wi:ng-yey
The bear went over the mountain
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Sa:ts' Ni-nis-a:n Mi-tis Wi:ng-yey
The Bear Went Over The Mountain

C H A P T E R  2

Social Context

 Alice taught this song to pre-school children. It is also sung by 
 elementary school children. Alice created it when she translated this chil-
dren’s song from English to the Hupa language. Her task involved matching 
Hupa words with English words, and also matching Hupa words to the 
rhythms and melody of the song, “The Bear Went Over the Mountain.” 

 The song originated when another teacher asked Alice to sing “some kind 
of song.” With the intuitive knowledge of a good teacher, she realized that 
singing something familiar to the children would be pleasurable for them. So 
she responded that she knew the Sa:ts’ song, and began to sing. By translat-
ing the words and borrowing the melody of a song known to some of the 
children in English, she created a comfortable environment of familiarity. At 
the same time, she involved the children in learning something new. 

 A song about a bear and a mountain is appropriate for Hoopa children. 
The Hoopa Valley tribe occupies a beautiful valley on the lower part of the 
Trinity river in Humboldt county, in the state of California. Bear, as well 
as deer, fox, panther, raccoon, beaver, otter, porcupine, skunk, civet cat, 
squirrel, chipmunk, rat, mouse, and a variety of other mammals, birds and 
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fish have called this valley home. The valley is about six miles long and a 
mile to two miles wide. It is bounded by forested mountain ranges on the 
east and by hilly forests with prairies on the west. At the northern end of 
the valley, is a sloping hill that rises to nineteen hundred feet, and at the 
southern side, a hill that creates steep slopes of nearly that height.1 

  From the Mi-je’e:din Day Care Center where the Alice taught the Hupa 
language, mountain forests are visible to the west, as well as to the east. 
Hoopa children are likely to have been on the mountains and to be up 
on top, looking down “to see what we can see.”

Direct Translation

 The words listed on the following page are the Hupa words to the song 
with the English words underneath them. By matching the Hupa words 
with the English words, you can study what the Hupa words mean:

 This song is known by some children as the Sa:ts’ song. If you know 
the melody, practice singing this song until you can sing it in Hupa.

	

Hupa Text

Sa:ts’ Ni-nis-a:n Mi-tis Wi:ng-yey2 

Sa:ts’ ni-nis-a:n mi-tis wi:ng-yey
Sa:ts’ ni-nis-a:n mi-tis wi:ng-yey 
Sa:ts’ ni-nis-a:n mi-tis wi:ng-yey
 Da:y-who’ ch’il-tsis ming 

Da:y-who’ ch’il-tsis ming   
Da:y-who’ ch’il-tsis ming

Sa:ts’ ni-nis-a:n mi-tis wi:ng-yey
Sa:ts’ ni-nis-a:n mi-tis wi:ng-yey
Sa:ts’ ni-nis-a:n mi-tis wi:ng-yey
 Da:y-who ch’il-tsis ming 
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	 Sa:ts’  Ni-nis-a:n  Mi-tis   Wi:ng-yey
 bear3  mountain4   over it5  she went along6

 Sa:ts’  ni-nis-a:n  mi-tis   wi:ng-yey
 bear   mountain   over it  she went along 
  
 Sa:ts’  ni-nis-a:n  mi-tis   wi:ng-yey
 bear   mountain   over it  she went along 

 Sa:ts’  ni-nis-a:n  mi-tis   wi:ng-yey
 bear   mountain   over it  she went along 

  Da:y-who’  ch’il-tsis  ming
  something7   she saw8    (for that reason)9

  
 Da:y-who’  ch’il-tsis  ming
 something   she saw    (for that reason)

 Da:y-who’  ch’il-tsis  ming
 something   she saw    (for that reason)
 
 
 Sa:ts’  ni-nis-a:n  mi-tis   wi:ng-yey
 bear   mountain   over it  she went along 

 Sa:ts’  ni-nis-a:n  mi-tis   wi:ng-yey
 bear   mountain   over it  she went along 

 Sa:ts’  ni-nis-a:n  mi-tis   wi:ng-yey
 bear   mountain   over it  she went along 

  Da:y-who’  ch’il-tsis  ming
  something   she saw   (for that reason)
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English Translation  

 Now, here is the “Sa:ts’” song in English.

The Bear Went Over the Mountain
 The bear went over the mountain
 The bear went over the mountain
 The bear went over the mountain
  To see what she could see.

 To see what she could see.
 To see what she could see.
 
 The bear went over the mountain
 The bear went over the mountain
 The bear went over the mountain
  To see what she could see.

Vocabulary

 Pronounce each Hupa word and then give the English word or ex-
pression that has a similar meaning.

 ch’il-tsis  (S)he saw or did see

 da:y-who’ Something

 ming For that reason (an expression used for 
  emphasis)

 mi-tis Over it

 ni-nis-a:n  Mountain (see Glossary for other meanings)

 sa:ts’ Common black bear

 wi:ng-yey (S)he went along
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Sentence Context

 Hupa sentences are made up of verbs, or nouns, or other types of 
words.  The Hupa language is similar to English in this respect, but there 
is a difference in emphasis. Hupa language centers on the verb, whereas 
 English is a language where nouns and verbs typically appear in pairs in 
most sentences.

 In English, our idea of the most basic sentence pattern is a noun followed 
by a verb, but in a verb-centered language such as Hupa, the subject of the 
action can be contained within the verb. In Hupa, the most basic sentence 
pattern is a verb, composed of a verb stem preceded by its modifiers.

 Modifiers in the Hupa language include not only subject, but verb 
tense, primarily differentiated as definite or customary, rather than past or 
present as in English. Another type of modifier in Hupa marks directions 
of motion: above, below, out, up, down, across, over.

  The verb stem expresses the meaning that makes the verb differ-
ent from other verbs. It follows the modifiers, and generally occurs in 
the last position. One exception to this occurs when the verb is future 
tense, because the future tense is a verb suffix, following the stem. 

 To emphasize the verb in the Hupa sentence is not to say that the 
Hupa noun is unimportant. Nouns name people, things in nature, and 
whatever else can be named. Some nouns are derived from verbs, such 
as nan-dil, the word for snow, that means, they fall to the ground. Other 
nouns, however, are original terms. An example is sa:ts’, the word for 
 common, black bear.

  In the Sa:ts’ song, the first verb is wi:ng-yey. The final syllable “yey,” 
is the stem, expressing the action, “to go.” The subject, the third person 
singular pronoun, is conveyed by “w-” and the definite tense is expressed 
in “-i:ng.” 10 

 “Mi-tis,” meaning over it, is a separate word. In English the word 
“over” is a separate word from the word “it.” Also, mi-tis is one example 
of a postposition, a type of word that does not occur in English. Mi-tis is 
called a postposition word because its position word follows the pronoun 
it modifies. Mi-tis is literally, it-over. English, in contrast, has prepositions. 
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Da:y-who' ch’il-tsis ming
To see what she could see
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Translation of English to Hupa Word Order

 In the second verb, ch’il-tsis, the meaning of “see” is found in stem, 
“-tsis.” The pronoun subject meaning is found in “ ch’-” whereas “ ‘i-,” 
 refers to a customary tense.11 Customary tense differs from definite, in 
referring to a repeated action as contrasted with a single action.

 The word, ming, is separate from the verb. It has a meaning of, for 
a reason; its presence adds emphasis.

 The song contains two nouns, sa:ts’ and ni-nis-a:n, with one imme-
diately following the other. In making this translation, Alice transforms 
the English word order to Hupa word order:

 The conversion from English word order to Hupa word order involves 
removing the verb, wi:ng-yey to the end of the sentence and reversing 
the order of the noun, mountain and the preposition, over.

  The sentence context for this song is created through sentences that 
follow English sentences, with changes in word order. The first sentence, 
sa:ts’ ni-nis-a:n mi-tis wi:ng-yey, forms one line. It contains the word, 
ni-nis-a:n, which is translated, mountain, and is discussed in the Songs 
in Context section of this book. 

  Followed by two repetitions of that first sentence, there is a second 
sentence, da:y-who’ ch’il-tsis ming. Again, there is a translation from 
 English resulting in a change in word order. “To see what she could 
see,” becomes “something she saw for that reason.” This final line is 
then repeated in the second verse. Then the pattern of the first verse is 
repeated.
 
 Here, we can see how the concept of sentence context operates among 
groups of sentences. The overall effect of the repetition of sentences 
building its musical effect as the bear is going up over the mountain, to 
the point where where she looks “to see what she could see.” Repetition 
of the first verse in the last verse again addresses our sense of pleasure 
in the repetition of pleasurable sound patterns.

 sa:ts’ ni-nis-a:n mi-tis wi:ng-yey
 bear mountain over she went
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FOOTNOTES

 1 P. E. Goddard, UCPAAE 1:4.

 2 In the songs, title words are capitalized, as are the words begining each 
line.

 3 Common black bear. V. Golla, Hupa Language Dictionary, p. 94.

 4 Translated, mountain, world, earth, ground or land. V. Golla, Hupa 
 Language Dictionary, p. 149, 150, 156.

 5 mi- translates it, -tis translates over. V. Golla, Practical Grammar, p. 
66; P. E. Goddard, UCPAAE 3:341.

 6 (S)he went along. P. E. Goddard, UCPAAE 3:215.

 7 Something. V. Golla, Practical Grammar, p. 68.

 8 (S)he saw. P. E. Goddard, UCPAAE 3:272.

 9 Meaning, “for that reason,” and used to express purposefulness. V. 
Golla, Hupa Stories, Anecdotes, and Conversations, p. 22. 

10 V. Golla, Practical Grammar, p. 33.

11 V. Golla, Practical Grammar, p. 34.

Singer in original tape recording:
Alice Pratt, Hupa
  
Transcripts 464b-HL, 472b-HL
Tape recorded by Ruth Bennett, 7/30/80,1/29/81





Nan-dil win-t’e: di-yey
It is eternally under snow
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Social Context

 On one occasion when Alice sang Nan-dil Win-t’e: Di-yey, she told 
her students that the Kick Dance had not been performed for years. His-
torically, this dance has been held as the completion of training for an 
Indian doctor. It may be held at dance grounds, or in a home, and is an 
event in which the entire community takes part.

  The dance involves rigorous training, including bathing, fasting, and 
dancing. A trainee drinks no water, and eats only a little, perhaps acorn 
soup. The dance begins at sunset, and is conducted each night for five 
nights. 

 During the dance, there is singing, accompanied by dancing.  There 
are two types of Kick Dance songs:  heavy songs and light songs.  These 
are differentiated by their speed and by the  beat that accompanies them, 
heavy songs being slower, and light songs being faster. This beat is made 
by the men singers sitting on a stool, and kicking one foot out in front of 
them in time to the music. A song typically ends with a formulaic chant 
sung only in the Kick Dance.

C H A P T E R    3

Nan-dil Win-t’e: Di-yey
It Is Eternally Under Snow
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 During the dance, the trainee assumes their power, or, at least, at-
tempts to obtain power. For an aspiring doctor, power appears in the form 
of a “pain.” The pain is the patient’s sickness that comes to the doctor in 
a physical form, such as in a ball of saliva. 

 The dance traditionally ends on the sixth day, with a final series of 
dances, followed by feasting, and then gambling. If the trainee has been 
successful, she has acquired the Indian doctor’s power.

 It is common for Kick Dance songs to be about something in nature, 
such as creeks, trees, and mountains.  This song focuses on the one 
mountain. This mountain is a traditional training place. This historical 
significance is an aspect of social context for the Kick Dance.  
 
 Doctor trainees went to high mountains to train prior to the Kick 
Dance, and they might return repeatedly to the mountains  because train-
ing was not always successful on the first trip.  Further, the completion of 
training did not end the doctor’s trips into the mountains. When a doctor 
is loaded down with the sicknesses of her patients, she will travel up to 
a sacred mountain spot, and sing Kick dance songs to heal herself.
  
 In the Hupa language, another mountain, also associated with the 
Kick Dance, has a very similar name to the name given by Alice1. The 
two names Nan-dil Win-t’e: Di-yey and Nan-dil Win-t’e: Q’it refer to two 
different mountains and show how interpretation can vary according to 
social context. A speaker will identify a name with one mountain, while 
another will use a similar name for another mountain entirely. This would 
be less interesting were it not for the fact that the two mountains share a 
common tie; both are designated training places for the Kick Dance, and 
are thought of as training places by the person who uses the name.

 The similarity in names underscores the fact that certain mountains and 
certain names were sacred.   The two mountains called Nan-dil Win-t’e: Di-
yey and Nan-dil Win-t’e: Q’it are examples of mountains believed to bring 
on doctoring songs, doctoring visions, and to renew a doctor’s power. 
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Hupa Text

 This song is from a dance known as the Kick Dance.  This 
dance is held when an Indian doctor is about to complete the 
training.

Nan-dil  Win-t’e:  Di-yey  

Ni-nis-a:n  li-qay’ q’it nan-dil win-t’e: di-yey  
Ni-nis-a:n  li-qay’ q’it nan-dil win-t’e: di-yey
Ni-nis-a:n  li-qay’ q’it nan-dil win-t’e: di-yey
Ni-nis-a:n  li-qay’ q’it nan-dil win-t’e: di-yey

Ho:’o’o’o’o’o’  ho’ 
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Direct Translation

 Only Kick dance songs are sung at the Kick dance. The words below 
are the Hupa words to this song with the English words underneath them.  
By matching the Hupa words with the English words, you can study what 
the Hupa words mean:

 Nan-dil Win-t’e: Di-yey
 snow 2       eternally 3 under it4   

 Ni-nis-a:n    li-qay’    q’it     nan-dil    
  mountain5       white6      on it7    snow8

 win-t’e: di-yey 
 eternally         under it

 Ni-nis-a:n    li-qay’    q’it    nan-dil     
 mountain      white      on it   snow  

 win-t’e:    di-yey 
 eternally      under it

 Ni-nis-a:n    li-qay’   q’it    nan-dil     
 mountain      white     on it  snow  

 win-t’e:      di-yey 
 eternally        under it

 Ni-nis-a:n  li-qay’     q’it    nan-dil     
 mountain     white      on it   snow 

 win-t’e:     di-yey 
 eternally   under it

 Ho:’o’o’o’o’o’  ho’9

 [ending formula] 
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English Translation

 Here is the Kick Dance song entirely in English. Have you noticed 
that  word order in Hupa and English differ?

 It Is Eternally Under Snow

 The white mountain, 
 it is eternally  under snow.

 The white mountain, 
 it is eternally  under snow.

 The white mountain, 
 it is eternally  under snow.

 The white mountain, 
 it is eternally  under snow.

Vocabulary

 Now study the vocabulary words until you can say the Hupa words 
and the English word or expression that means nearly the same without 
 looking at your book.

 di-yey         Under, at the foot of 

 li-qay’       White 

 nan-dil    Snow (“they-fall-to-the-ground”)

 ni-nis-a:n    Mountain

 q’it          On it

 win-t’e:       Eternally
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	 Noun Modifiers

 ni-nis-a:n    li-qay’    q’it 
 mountain      white      on it

 nan-dil    win-t’e:    di-yey
 snow       eternally    under it

Sentence Context

 In this Kick Dance song, there are two sets of nouns with modifiers, 
resulting in a description  of the appearance of the mountain. First, a 
noun,  ni-nis-a:n, mountain, followed by the descriptive words,  li-qay’ 
q’it,  meaning white-on-it.  Second,  another noun, nan-dil,  snow, fol-
lowed by words that describe it. Win-t’e: di-yey means,  eternally under 
it. The diagram below describes this pattern:   

 A distinct feature of this song is that there are no verbs, no action 
words in this song. Since verbs are the heart of a Hupa sentence, how 
can a sentence without a verb be a sentence?

 The answer to this question is to be found in the fact that even 
though sentences can be found in songs, songs do not follow the rules 
of ordinary sentences.  In this song, there is more concern with a visual 
image and with naming a sacred mountain, than with having a correct 
sentence. While the individual lines of the song are not, technically speak-
ing, sentences, they hold together because they are cohesive images.

  There are two noun phrases, each consisting of a noun followed by 
modifiers, with the relationship between the nouns and its modifiers being 
successive.  In the first image, ni-nis-a:n  li-qay’ q’it,  the noun, mountain, is 
first, then its color, white, and finally, the relationship between the two:

	

Noun Phrase
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Noun Phrase with Postposition

 Noun Modifier Postposition

 ni-nis-a:n li-qay’  q’it
 mountain white  on it

 The above diagram shows that rather than being a modifier, q’it is 
more appropriately termed a postposition. The postposition word, q’it, 
relates the position of the noun and its modifier.

 In the second image, nan-dil win-t’e: di-yey,  the noun is again first, 
then the snow is said to be eternal, and finally, it is under the mountain. 

	 Noun  Modifier Postposition

 nan-dil win-t’e: di-yey
 snow eternally under it

 Here again, a noun is followed by a modifier, and then by a post-
position word. Here, however, the postposition word, di-yey, is relating 
the noun, snow, with the noun, mountain, in the prior image.  Basic to 
the sentence context is the process of modification.  Occurring after a 
noun, modification occurs prior to the verb’s stem, this reverse process 
works here because, in terms of images, the image becomes successively 
more specific.
    

Noun Phrase with Postposition
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FOOTNOTES

1 Sources are P. E. Goddard, UCPAAE vol. 1. p. 328; V. Golla, Edward 
Sapir’s Hupa Texts, p. 148; transcript 472b-HL.

2 Snow. V. Golla, Hupa Language Dictionary, p. 154.

3 Eternally.  V. Golla, ed., Edward Sapir’s Hupa Texts, p.148.

4 Under, at the foot of. P. E. Goddard, UCPAAE 3:339.

5 A noun meaning mountain in this instance, because it is what is being 
referred to as “snowed under.” V. Golla, Hupa Language Dictionary, 
p. 150.

6 A modifier meaning, “white.” P. E. Goddard, UCPAAE 1:328.

7 A postposition and pronoun, meaning “on it.” V. Golla, ed., Edward 
Sapir’s Hupa Texts, p.148.

8 Snow, they fall to the ground. V. Golla, Hupa Language Dictionary, 
p. 108.

9 Formula recorded at the end of a Hupa Kick Dance song by Ewing 
Davis. R. Keeling, Cry for Luck, p. 118.

Singer in the original recording:
Alice Pratt,  Hupa 

Transcript 472b-HL 
Tape recorded by Ruth Bennett, 1/29/81



Whe:’en do:n’ Le:l-ding na-wha:y-yey
I myself truly have come from Le:l-ding
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C H A P T E R  4

Social Context

Whe:’en Do:n’ Le:l-ding Na-wha:y-yey
I Myself Have Come From Le:l-ding

  Alice’s songs echo themes that are found throughout Native American 
culture. In Chapter 3, the theme of healing was discussed in connection 
with a Kick Dance song where the Indian Doctor trains for the power to 
restore health. In the Hupa view, health is seen as a world made right, a 
 balance restored in nature.

  In the Flower Dance, young women undergo training at the onset 
of puberty. This training is intended to bring about a long and good life 
for the young woman. Successfully completing the rigors involved in the 
training is a way of getting a good start in adult life. Is it important be-
cause the young woman is coming into her adult identity. She is on the 
verge of taking her place in the community with all that this means: she 
will soon be a wife in charge of a household, a mother for her children, 
and a productive community member. 

  Although she knew a lot about her mother’s side of the family and 
the village from which they came, Alice felt a strong identification with 
her father’s family. His ancestral home was the place where the family 
lived for generations, and where Alice spent much of her youth. 
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 One interpretation for the song is that it expresses how she, as a young 
woman, came to feel about her village of origin. As the song says, Whe:’en 
Do:n’ Le:l-ding Na-wha:y-yey, I myself have come from Le:l-ding.

 Le:l-ding is the village where ancestors on her father’s side came 
from. Alice’s strong attachment to Le:l-ding relates to her memories of her 
youth. She remembers her great aunt, old lady Saxey, who knew how to 
make Indian kool aid, and her great grandfather, who was nearly blind, 
but who always had a joke to tell. She remembers the sprawling wood 
frame house with the porch wrapping almost all around it. She hears the 
laughter of family members. She celebrates herself by singing.

 To further understand the social context of a Flower Dance song, we 
might consider, that, according to Alice, this song is both a Flower Dance 
song and a good luck song. She sang it in a Hupa language class, after 
being asked by another speaker to sing “a good luck song.” When asked 
what kind of a song she has sung, she replied, “a Flower Dance song.” 
In this dual function, it is similar of many ceremonial songs, sung for the 
purpose of carrying out the ceremony, and also to bring good luck. 

 Alice made medicine in the Flower Dance held in Hupa in 1980 for 
Shannon Ammon, with Hupa medicine man, Rudolph Socktish. She sang 
this song, and she and Rudolph directed the proceedings of the ceremo-
nial, assuring that all procedures were correct. They burned ceremonial 
roots, and they made prayer medicine. Alice created the song for the 
Flower Dance, and it was one that was an example of a singer’s choice 
to introduce a new song. Other songs as we shall see in the next chapter, 
are required to be sung.

 The Flower Dance requires the young woman for whom the dance is 
being given to train. Training for the Flower Dance begins within two or 
three days after the young woman has her first menses.1 The young woman 
follows many daily restrictions as well as undergoes physical challenges. 
She does not eat much, or often, she is secluded, or in the company of 
an older relative or friend, and she runs to the river and back, first thing 
in the morning and again in the evening, for her daily baths. 
 
 It is believed that behavior at this time will influence the young woman 
throughout life, so it is important that the young woman follow all of the 
rules regarding correct behavior, and also that the ceremony itself follow 
the prescribed steps in the ritual. 
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 Training builds to a crescendo, with greater physical demands 
 occurring as the dance progresses. On the last day of the dance, rising 
well before dawn, the young woman runs a distance along the river, 
bathes, and runs back. She repeats this run nine times for a total of ten 
trips. At the dance held at Ta’k’i-mil-ding, in 1980, the ki-nahl-dang ran 
from the dance grounds to Tol-q’a’ts’ding, a distance of approximately 
one half mile.2 Then she ran back, repeating this run until she made the 
trip ten times, a total distance of 5 miles, in the early morning hours.

 The number ten is important in Hupa ceremonies. The dance itself 
can last up to ten days, depending upon the day in the young women’s 
menses that it is begun.
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 Whe:’en   Do:n’  Le:l-ding Na-wha:y-yey
 I myself 3  it is true 4 Le:l-ding village 5 I have come (from) 6 
 
 Whe:’en  do:n’  Le:l-ding       na-wha:y-yey
 I myself    it is true Le:l-ding village I have come (from)

 Whe:’en  do:n’  Le:l-ding       na-wha:y-yey
 I myself    it is true Le:l-ding village I have come (from)

 Whe:’en  do:n’  Le:l-ding       na-wha:y-yey
 I myself    it is true Le:l-ding village I have come (from)

 Whe:’en  do:n’  Le:l-ding       na-wha:y-yey
 I myself    it is true Le:l-ding village I have come (from)

Direct Translation

 The words below are the Hupa words to the song with the English 
words underneath them. By matching the Hupa words with the English 
words, you can study what the Hupa words mean:

Hupa Text

 This song is a Flower Dance song. It was sung at the Flower Dance 
held at Ta’k’i-mil-ding in 1980.

Whe:’en Do:n’ Le:l-ding Na-wha:y-yey

Whe:’en  do:n’ Le:l-ding na-wha:y-yey
Whe:’en  do:n’ Le:l-ding na-wha:y-yey
Whe:’en  do:n’ Le:l-ding na-wha:y-yey
Whe:’en do:n’ Le:l-ding na-wha:y-yey
Whe:’en do:n’ Le:l-ding na-wha:y-yey
Whe:’en do:n’ Le:l-ding na-wha:y-yey
Whe:’en  do:n’ Le:l-ding na-wha:y-yey
  
Mi-loy
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 Whe:’en  do:n’  Le:l-ding       na-wha:y-yey
 I myself    it is true Le:l-ding village I have come (from) 
     
 Whe:’en  do:n’  Le:l-ding       na-wha:y-yey
 I myself    it is true Le:l-ding village I have come (from) 

 Whe:’en  do:n’  Le:l-ding       na-wha:y-yey
 I myself    it is true Le:l-ding village I have come (from)
 
 Mi-loy7

English Translation

 Here is the song in English. Sound out the words until you can 
read it all the way through.

 I Myself, Truly, Have Come From Le:l-ding 

  I myself, truly have come from Le:l-ding

  I myself, truly have come from Le:l-ding 

  I myself, truly have come from Le:l-ding 

  I myself, truly have come from Le:l-ding 

  I myself, truly have come from Le:l-ding 

  I myself, truly have come from Le:l-ding 

  I myself, truly have come from Le:l-ding 

  Mi-loy 
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Whe:’en do:n’ Le:l-ding na-wha:y-yey
I myself truly come from Le:l-ding
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Vocabulary

 Now try saying the words below. Say the Hupa word first and then 
the English word or expression that has a similar meaning.

 do:n’ It is true

 Le:l-ding8  Principal Tse:ningxwe village at the   
  confluence of the south fork of the
  Trinity river9

 mi-loy An expression that ends a woman singer’s 
  Flower Dance song

 na-wha:y-yey   I come from, or I came from, or I have   
  come from, or I traveled from

 Ta’k’i-mil-ding Principal Hupa village and dance ground at  
  Hostler Ranch in the Hoopa Valley

 Tol-q’a’ts’ding Hupa village at Supply Creek, where the  
  ceremonial division occurs between north  
  and south in the Hoopa valley.

 whe:’en I myself
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Sentence Context

 Many Hupa songs have words, although many are chants without words. 
This song has words and refers to the home village of the singer. This aspect 
of personalization is emphasized through the grammar, where the first person 
emphatic form, whe:’en, is used, although it is not grammatically necessary. 
The first person pronoun is implicit in the verb form, na-wha:y-yey. 

 This verb is of the type that refers to a definite action. Definiteness 
refers to single actions, as well as to completed actions. Definiteness is 
marked in the verb in the “-ay” portion of the syllable, “wha:y-,” where 
“-yey” is an emphatic form of “ya,” conveying the meaning of “come.” 
“Yes” in contrast to “ya” conceives of an act that connects the speaker 
with a different time and place. In this case, it is a connection with the 
singer’s birthplace, which she conceives of in a vivid picture of herself 
actively traveling from Le:l-ding. Reference to the meaning, “from,” is 
found in the prefix “na-.” These meanings can be seen as follows:

Verb Structure

 The words of the song comprise one sentence repeated six times. 
The first word, “whe:’en,” is “I,” referring us immediately to the singer. 
The singer, as a person, is emphasized again, in the next word, do:n’. 
The verb, na-wha:y-yey occurs last, and provides an example of a typical 
Hupa word order. The verb, containing the most important information, 
comes last in the sentence.

 A key element in the social context of the song is the name Le:l-ding. 
This village on the south fork of the Trinity river was once a principal 
village. Le:l-ding is located near the confluence of the south fork and the 
main branch of the Trinity river. Its history goes back to before the present 
Indians populated the area. Le:l-ding is one of the villages visited by 
 yi-ma:n-ti’win-yay, a principal Hupa supernatural personage.10 In the era 
when he was visiting Le:l-ding, it was already populated, leaving us to 

 Prefixes Stem

 na wh a:y yey
 from I [definite] come
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believe that this is a very old village. Being associated with the era when 
myths were being created gives it an added social context.

 In this example, we see how meanings are interwoven through sentence 
context and social context. Repetition of sentences is a matter of sentence 
context, but the meaning of the sentence that is repeated gains impact 
through knowledge of Hupa culture. Six repetitions, giving the song a length 
of seven verses, is also related to social context and cultural meaning.

FOOTNOTES

1 This rule and other rules for the Flower Dance are derived from Sam 
Brown, “The Flower Dance,” in V. Golla, ed., Edward Sapir’s Hupa 
Texts, pp. 47-59, and from conversations with Ray Baldy, Hupa elder, 
8/8/94.

 
2 Ta’k’i-mil-ding is literally “one stirs, cooks acorn soup-with-place.” In 
 English, it is called Hostler Ranch, the principal Hupa dance grounds. 
Tol-qa’ts’ding is an old village at the mouth of Tol-qa’ts’ding-nilin-q’eh, 
or Supply Creek. V. Golla, Hupa Language Dictionary, pp. 82, 83.

3 whe:’en is a contraction of whe:’ and -’en, a long form of the first per-
son pronoun. The purpose of adding -'en to the first person pronoun 
form whe: is to point to a contrast between one person and another. 
P.E. Goddard, UCPAAE 3:29.

4 do:n’ or do:ng’ translate, truly, or, it is true. V. Golla, ed., Hupa Stories, 
Anecdotes and Conversations, pp. 4, 13.

5 The words in the song are true: Alice does come from this village of 
Le:l-ding. Her father’s people were descendants of these speakers of a 
dialect of the Hupa language. 

 
6 Translates I have come, or I have walked. P. E. Goddard, UCPAAE 
3:248. Ray Baldy, Hupa elder, adds another meaning, “I have traveled,” 
conversation: 8/9/94. The line, Whe:’en do:n’ Le:l-ding na-wha:y-yey, 
is sung seven times by Alice in two versions, but six times in another.
	
7 Flower Dance songs sung by women in Flower Dances end in mi-loy. 
V. Golla, ed., Edward Sapir’s Hupa Texts, p. 53.
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 8 This village name begins with the letter L, and is capitalized (l 
becomes L).

 9 The Hupa Phonetic Writing System is used for the spelling of Tse:ning-
xwe. Other spellings are being considered by this tribe’s language.

10 V. Golla, ed., Edward Sapir’s Hupa Texts, p. 40; P.E.Goddard, 
UCPAAE 1:96.

Singer in the original recording: 
Alice Pratt, Hupa Transcripts 464b-HL (7/30/80), 472b-HL (1/29/81), 
477a-HL (5/21/82)

Tape recorded by Ruth Bennett, 7/30/80, 1/29/81, 5/21/82





’Il-ch’o:wal Na-ni-le

’Il-ch’o:wal Na-ni-le
Let Her Flail Herself with Her Dance Shaker,

She Crosses Over Her Shoulders

’Ill-ch’o:wal Na-ni-le
Let Her Flail Herself with Her Dance Shaker,

She Crosses Over Her Shoulders
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C H A P T E R   5

Social Context

’Il-ch’o:wal Na-ni-le
Let Her Flail Herself with Her Dance Shaker,  

She Crosses Over Her Shoulders

 The Flower Dance demonstrates the significance of a good life for 
women among the Hupa. Historically, the dance was timed to co-occur 
with the onset of womanhood. The length of the dance was governed 
 according to the day in the girl’s menses that it was begun. It was ended 
on the tenth day of her menses regardless of how many days it had been 
 carried on.1 

 The Flower Dance is marked by diligence and care on the part of 
both the adolescent and the older female relative who guides her during 
her time of training.  Because the girl’s training is a test before the entire 
community, her guide is very important to her. In addition, there is also a 
married male relative or friend who serves as protector for the girl. These 
older relatives pass on their knowledge of the rules for training, and make 
the girl’s challenge easier.

  The strict rules for training prior to the dance relate to personal 
 hygiene, physical exercise, diligent work, and fasting. In addition, the girl 
is subjected to various tests of self-control; for example, she is teased in 
 efforts to distract her, and there are also other attempted interruptions. It 
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is believed that conquering the obstacles of training is very important for 
the girl because correct behavior will result in good luck for the rest of 
her life. These rules persist into the dance, where there are more rules to 
follow pertaining to the conduct of the dance ceremony.

 So that the reader can better understand the nature of the rules for 
the  ki-nahl-dang, some are given below.  These are from Hupa medicine 
maker Sam Brown, as told to Edward Sapir, or from contemporary Hupa 
elder Ray Baldy:

 From the above rules, it can be seen that the Flower Dance has mul-
tiple aspects relating to the ki-nahl-dang.  There are also rules pertaining 
to the ceremony itself consisting of required songs to be sung,  when a 

	
While running the ki-nahl-dang can’t stumble.  
That is bad luck.  She won’t live long.

She doesn’t drink water, only acorn soup that is 
diluted.

She doesn’t eat hazel nuts.

She doesn’t eat with a dirty face.

She doesn’t scratch herself with her fingers, she 
uses a scratcher.

She awakens before dawn to go bathe so that she 
is not seen when she is bathing.

She goes to bathe each morning of the dance.

She bathes at seven sacred places in the river.

She always bathes in the river when she is about 
to eat.2

    Rules for the  ki-nahl-dang

*

*

*
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song is sung, and dance motions for the dancers, including the girl on 
the last day of the dance.

  The dancing consists of two rows of dancers, first the men stand 
in the inner circle and dance, while the women stand in a circle behind 
them and beat time. Someone will introduce a song, and others will join 
in. Seven songs are required to be sung in the dance. Others are optional.  
The optional songs may be made up by the singer, whereas the required 
songs are handed down, and must be sung as they have been learned. 
 
  The song, ’Il-ch’o:-wal  Na-ni-le is a required woman’s Flower Dance 
song.  It is sometimes sung during the last dance when the dancers are 
winding up. This dance is the only one where the girl dances, and she 
again must follow rules, dancing in a certain way, accompanied by both 
her female guide and her male protector.  

  At the appropriate time, those who have been using a ki-nahl-
dang-ts’e:y’ bring these dance sticks into the center where the sticks are 
bundled up.  They will be later carried up into the hills above the valley, 
to a certain place, such as inside a hollow tree, not to be reused.

 ’Il-ch’o:-wal  Na-ni-le is therefore an important song in the Flower Dance.  
The words of this song refer specifically to behavior for the ki-nahl-dang 
during the dance.  Its words are one line sung six times.  Each line consists 
of two sentences.  The first sentence says, “let her shake it.”  This sentence 
may be mystifying, but we can understand what is meant when we look at 
the social context. When applied to the Flower Dance context, the sentence 
can be interpreted, “let her flail herself,”  referring to flailing motions that 
the girl makes with her dance shaker on the last day of the dance.

 The meaning of “flail herself,” is derived from a verb that also means, 
“shake” or “beat time” because  “flail herself” is what the girl does at a 
specified time in the dance, making a flailing motion  while she keeps 
time to the music. Crossing over her shoulders with her dance shakers, she 
touches behind her left shoulder with her right hand shaker and behind 
her right shoulder with her left hand shaker.

  The importance of this ritual is underscored through the song. The 
second sentence in the song completes the reference to the ritual. The 
verb “na-ni-le” says, “she is crossing over.” Understood within the context 
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of the Flower Dance, this verb refers to the ki-nahl-dang crossing over 
her shoulders.

  The maple bark shakers that she uses are called mil-ch’il-wal, means 
literally, “she shakes with it.”  Mil-ch’il-wal and il-ch’o:-wal are both de-
rived from the verb stem meaning, “to shake.” 

  In explaining the mil-ch’il-wal, it needs to be made clear that it is 
different from the ki-nahl-dang-ts’e:y’, the other  dance instrument used 
in the Flower Dance.3  

 The mil-ch’il-wal, used only by the ki-nahl-dang, is taken from the 
maple bark fringes of her dress. This dress, called tl’oh-kya’, is made of 
maple pounded and separated into fringes, and then gathered to form a 
skirt.  A few fringes are braided together to form a fringe shaker less than 
a foot in length. 

  The other dance instrument is longer, and is referred to as a dance 
stick. In Hupa it is called ki-nahl-dang-ts’e:y’, and is  used by girls and 
women who beat time when the men dance.  The ki-nahl-dang-ts’e:y’ is four 
feet long or so, split at one end into several thin sticks, to form a rhythm 
maker, and is made from ironwood or other strong, flexible material. 

  In this song, we know that the singer is singing only about the girl’s  
mil-ch’il-wal because she refers to the crossing over motions.
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Hupa Text

’Il-ch’o:-wal      Na-ni-le

’Il-ch’o:-wal     na-ni-le 
’Il-ch’o:-wal     na-ni-le 

  No:  hi no: no: hi no: no hi no:

’Il-ch’o:-wal     na-ni-le 
’Il-ch’o:-wal     na-ni-le 

  No:  hi no: no: hi no: no hi no:

’Il-ch’o:-wal     na-ni-le 
’Il-ch’o:-wal     na-ni-le 

  No:  hi no: no: hi no: no hi no:

  Mi-loy
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Direct Translation

 ’Il-ch’o:-wal    Na-ni-le
 Let her shake it4 She crosses over5 

     
 ’Il-ch’o:-wal    na-ni-le
 Let her shake it she crosses over  

 ’Il-ch’o:-wal    na-ni-le
 Let her shake it she crosses over  

  No:  hi no: no: hi no: no hi no:6

 ’Il-ch’o:-wal    na-ni-le
 Let her shake it she crosses over  

 ’Il-ch’o:-wal    na-ni-le
 Let her shake it she crosses over  

  No:  hi no: no: hi no: no hi no:

 ’Il-ch’o:-wal    na-ni-le
 Let her shake it she crosses over  

 ’Il-ch’o:-wal    na-ni-le
 Let her shake it she crosses over  

  No:  hi no: no: hi no: no hi no:

  Mi-loy7
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English Translation

Let Her Flail Herself with her Dance Shaker, 
She Crosses Over her Shoulders

Let her flail herself with her dance shaker, She crosses over her shoulders

Let her flail herself with her dance shaker, She crosses over her shoulders

 No:  hi no: no: hi no: no hi no:

Let her flail herself with her dance shaker, She crosses over her shoulders

Let her flail herself with her dance shaker, She crosses over her shoulders

 No:  hi no: no: hi no: no hi no:

Let her flail herself with her dance shaker, She crosses over her shoulders

Let her flail herself with her dance shaker, She crosses over her shoulders

 No:  hi no: no: hi no: no hi no:

 Mi-loy
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Vocabulary

 ’il-ch’o:-wal      Let her shake it,
   let her flail herself
 
 ki-nahl-dang  Young woman for whom the   
   Flower Dance is held

 ki-nahl-dang-ts’e:y’   Dance stick rattle that is shaken to  
   keep time

 mi-loy  Formula for ending a woman’s   
   Flower Dance song

 mil-ch’il-wal  Dance skirt fringe used as a shaker  
   by the ki-nahl-dang, literally, you  
   shake with it.
   
 na-ni-le       Crossing over her shoulders

           

Sentence Context

  The two Hupa words in the song are verbs, both carrying a meaning 
beyond their literal meanings.  The first verb, ’il-ch’o:-wal, literally means, 
“let her shake,” and refers to keeping time, as is done in a ceremonial 
dance.  In this dance, the ki-nahl-dang has a dance shaker that she uses 
to keep time with when she dances on the last day of the dance. In the 
motion described in the song, she is flailing herself, a motion where she 
uses her mil-ch’il-wal  across the opposite shoulder.  The meaning of  ’il-
ch’o:-wal is, therefore, “let her flail herself,” or more specifically, “let her 
flail herself with her dance shaker.”

  The meaning of “let her,” in this verb comes from  “’il-”  and “ch’o:-”.  
This is a non-specific form whose meaning is derived from association with 
the verb stem;8  “ch’-” and “’o:” combine to form a third person permis-
sive form. In a third person permissive form,  a third person is directed 
to perform an action. 9  The meaning here is, “let her.”   
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 The form “’il-”, is a shortened form of “ch’il,” (or in Goddard’s spell-
ing, “tsil”),  a form that when associated with -wal, refers to “shaking” 
or “dancing.”10 Whereas ’il-ch’o:wal, refers to the dance motion of the 
 ki-nahl-dang,  mil-ch’il-wal refers to the fringe shaker. Because the girl 
shakes the mil-ch’il-wal using a flailing motion, the  sentence in the song 
is translated “let her flail herself with her dance shaker.” 

 The following diagram illustrates a comparison for the two forms 
 related to this one verb stem and shows how one comes to be a verb, 
while the other becomes a noun:

 Prefixes Stem

 VERB ’il  ch’o:   wal
  (non-specific) let her  shake

   Translation:  Let her shake

 NOUN mil  ch’il   wal
  with it she (non-specific) shakes

   Translation:  Dance shaker

	 The first form ’il-ch’o:-wal is a verb; its meaning is to grant permission, 
“let her shake.” The second form  mil-ch’il-wal; it specifies the object that 
does the shaking.

 In interpreting the meaning of the second verb, na-ni-le, we use our 
contextual knowledge, combined with grammatical knowledge. Grammatical 
knowledge of this verb tells us that the verb is formed from the prefix, “na-ni-
”  meaning  “across,” and the stem, “-le,” meaning “becoming.”  Knowledge 
of sentence context allows us to  combine the meanings of “across” and 
“becoming” into an integrated meaning of, “crossing over.”  This interpreta-
tion is verified in that the ki-nahl-dang makes a crossing over motion.

 Another point to explain is the translation of the third person pronoun 
as “she” and  “her” rather than “he” or “him.” This interpretation is based 
on a translation of “ch’-” and is an example of the importance of context 
in interpretation.
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  Through looking at both sentences in the song, we consider what 
 actions are being referred to, and with our knowledge of the dance itself, 
we decide that the correct choice is “her,” because the young woman initiate 
is the one who makes the motions being referred to by the singer.

 A final point is the use of the word, “flail” to refer to the girl’s motions. 
The grammatical meaning of “shake,” in the first verb ’il-ch’o:-wal takes 
on the interpretation of “flail,” because the word “flail” in English more 
closely approximates the required motions for the ki-nahl-dang. Again, 
the second verb helps in the interpretation of the first, because the second 
gives us the “crossing over” motions that when combined with “shake,” 
produce an interpretation of “flail.”

 Thus, the meanings of the Hupa verbs are seen to be a product of 
their interrelation with each other, illustrating how meanings are defined 
through sentence context.  Because knowledge of the Flower Dance is 
also essential for interpretation, translations of this song demonstrate the 
interrelationships between direct translation, free translation, sentence 
context and social context in arriving at a final understanding.

FOOTNOTES

   1 Sam Brown, “The Flower Dance,” V. Golla, ed., Edward Sapir’s Hupa 
Texts, p. 52.

   2 Sam Brown, “Rules:  The Flower Dance,” V. Golla, ed., Edward Sapir’s 
Hupa Texts, p. 52; the asterisk (*) indicates those rules contributed by 
Ray Baldy, Conversation, 8/10/94.

 3The mil-ch’il-wal is also used in a ritual swim by the ki-nahl-dang, called 
’a:de’k’i-mil, ‘she throws water on herself.’ In this swim, she takes the 
bark fringes that her female guide had broken off of her skirt, and uses 
them to shake water on herself, throwing water over each shoulder. She 
does this at the seven bathing places earlier in the 10-day period. (V. 
Golla, ed., Edward Sapir’s Hupa Texts, p. 53.)

   4A verb literally, “shake,” and interpreted “flail,” with a command form 
that is implied. This results in the translation (You) let her flail herself 
with her dance shaker. V. Golla, Practical Grammar, pp. 39, 40; P. E. 
Goddard, UCPAAE 3:222; Ray Baldy, Conversation, 8/10/94.
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 A verb  from  “na-ni-” literally meaning “across”; and “-le,” meaning 
“becoming,” resulting in the interpretation of “crossing over.” V. Golla, 
Practical Grammar, p. 52; P. E. Goddard, UCPAAE 3:231.  In this  con-
text, “crossing over” refers to the ki-nahl-dang’s motions of crossing 
over to the opposite shoulder with the mil-ch’il-wal as she flails herself 
 rhythmically behind her shoulders.

 
   6A series of rhythmic syllables that do not form Hupa words but are es-
sential to the song.

   7 Flower Dance songs sung by women in Flower Dances end in mi-loy. 
V. Golla, ed., Edward Sapir’s Hupa Texts, p. 53.

	8	V. Golla, Practical Grammar, p. 39.

	 9V. Golla, Practical Grammar, p. 39.

	 10P. E. Goddard, UCPAAE  3:333.

 

	

							

  

Singer in the original recording:
Alice Pratt, Hupa 

Transcript, 477a-hl (5/21/82)
Tape recorded by Ruth Bennett, 5/21/82
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 Recurrent themes appear in the memories Alice shared of her life. 
One of these themes is her development into a medicine woman. She 
was influenced by her mother who knew Indian songs for virtually every 
 ceremony. She sang while she worked, and Alice remembers that she was 
always singing around the house. Alice’s mother’s name was Liza Stone, 
daughter of Molly Stone. Liza was from Ta’k’i-mil-ding, a village at the 
 center of Hupa ceremonial life.

  When Alice was training to become a medicine woman, it was her 
mother’s songs that came to her. Her mother’s spirit guided her through 
the requirements of religious training. Alice spoke of her mother as a 
“serious” person, who practiced religion in every day life. She expressed 
her religiosity through having respect. Respect, in turn, is doing things 
 correctly, and, by implication, seriousness.

 All her life Alice has had to reconcile the duality of the serious as 
 opposed to the non-serious. Alice tells us that she has always been a per-
son who laughs a lot. As a child, she rarely let an occasion for laughter 
pass by. At family gatherings, she would run among the adults giggling 
with her friend Emmaline Little. While the two were finding humor in 
situations that adults were taking seriously, Alice’s mother would pull her 
aside, and say, “Don’t laugh so much. Folks will talk about you.”

C H A P T E R  6

Alice Pratt in Life
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  As a small child, Alice regularly watched Indian ceremonies. She went 
to dances, and watched the medicine people practice their medicine. She 
watched Indian doctors work over their patients. At home, her play took the 
form of making prayers and motions of the medicine woman. She would 
be Doctor, while she would have her brother be Patient. All the while the 
duo would be laughing, and when they were heard by some adult in a 
serious mood, Alice would be told, “Don’t laugh so much.” This would be 
the occasion for the pair to laugh all the more, although more quietly.

 As though her mother’s warnings were prophetic, her propensity to 
laugh did get her into trouble on occasion. When she took to designing 
doll clothes, she took scraps from her mother’s sewing baskets, without 
asking. One time her mother discovered her doll clothes and asked her 
where she had gotten them. Alice was forced to confess, that time, but 
she did not stop snitching scraps from her mother’s sewing baskets.

  Alice was born Alice Norton in 1910. Young Willis Norton was her 
 father, and Old Willis Norton, her grandfather. Both her father and mother 
were fluent Hupa language speakers, and so was Alice. Alice had one 
brother, with whom she grew up. She later had three children, Edgar, 
Alex, and Melva Jean. 

 Alice, her brother, and her father were very close. Willis had a wagon 
that he would use in hauling, and his children liked to climb up beside 
him and help him along.

  Alice recalled a time when they went up on Bald Hill, and dug up 
 blackberries to plant in the valley, because at that time there were no 
blackberries growing in the valley, only in the hills. They never dreamed 
that someday blackberries would be growing so profusely in the valley!

 As a girl Alice liked to visit Old Lady Saxey, her great aunt at South 
Fork. The old lady was an embodiment of the old time ways. Alice recalled 
how she made a drink by crushing manzanita berries and adding water 
and then announced, “Indian kool aid.” Alice was amazed by the water 
source, a spring near the house that was always flowing. The house itself 
was a wonderful creation, with a porch that wrapped all the way around 
it. And, the old lady, as well as Alice’s great grandfather, had a penchant 
for laughing. Even though the old man was blind, he didn’t let blindness 
impede his sense of humor. One time he found a hole in his shirt, and he 
mumbled, “Mor-gach [mortgage] eatin’ me up.” Then the old lady, who 
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was heavy, would laugh so hard that her upper body would shake. She 
would laugh and laugh, and the old man would blink his eyes, looking 
as though he could see even though he was blind.

 When Alice would talk about her times at South Fork, she would 
smile and say, “I used to love to go up there.” One of the Flower Dance 
songs in this collection talks of her origins among the Tse:ningxwe people 
from Le:l-ding. It is a song that Alice created, and the song she sang most 
in her classes that I attended.

 Favorite days as a child were passed at the river with her brother, her 
cousins the Stones, or her girlfriends, Vesta, Mona, or Iola. Many a summer 
day was spent swimming and eating watermelon and other fruit from the 
gardens and orchards of nearby planters. They would swim, and then, when 
hunger would overcome them, they would float watermelons down to their 
swimming hole. Then they would swim some more, until night time. 

 Her love for these days brought about an element of sadness. Dur-
ing the 1980s, when I knew her, she was medicine woman for the Hupa 
Brush Dance. She maintained the traditional ways, but the environment 
had changed. It had become much harder to go out into the mountains to 
get pitch to turn for the dance, and to train her helper, than it had been 
in her younger years. 

  Taking her part in teaching her native language, and in renewing 
ceremonial dances among the young, gave Alice new reasons for laugh-
ter. Two of her favorite groups were the pre-school age children that she 
taught at two centers in the Hoopa Valley. When the children repeated 
Hupa words, showing what they had learned, she was overjoyed.
 
 She treated these children just as she did her own great granddaughter 
who also was learning Hupa words. She would sing, Sa:ts’ Ni-nis-a:n Mi-
tis Wi:ng-yey, and the children would sing along gleefully.

  Then a child would ask her to “sing it again,” or to “sing another 
song,” and Alice would sing Nan-dil Win-t’e: Di-yey, Whe:’en Do:n’ Le:l-ding 
Na-wha:y-yey, ‘Il-ch’o:-wal Na-ni-le, or another beautiful Indian song.

 Alice had a Flower Dance performed for her when she was a girl. Her 
dance was held at Ta’ki-mil-ding. The other Flower Dance song in this 
 collection was sung at that dance, too. This song, Il-ch’o:-wal Na-ni-le, is 
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one of seven that are required to be sung at every Flower Dance, whereas 
Whe:’en Do:n’ Le:l-ding Na-wha:y-yey is a song chosen by a single singer.
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The musical scores that follow are musical transcriptions for each of the 
songs in this book. Each song consists of a line of melody, expressed 
by using “Western notation.” Western notation has notes, key signatures, 
clef signs, and other symbols, and is the most commonly used form of 
musical notation in the world today.

These songs were not written down in Western notation when they were 
composed, and the songs may not match the notations exactly. Despite 
the limitations of using Western notation for the purpose of transcribing 
Hupa music, however, there is an advantage. Since Western notation is a 
standardized system, it can be useful to those who want to learn the song 
and find it helpful to have a form of reference that is written down.

Another help to our readers is the audio tape recording of the songs that 
has also been provided. The songs on the tapes are just as they  were 
sung by Alice Pratt when they were recorded. The songs were sung in 
Hupa language classes, where Alice allowed them to be recorded because 
she valued the songs, and wanted to pass them on to future learners. 
Because the songs were recorded in class, and not in a recording studio, 
they may be a little more difficult to hear. But they convey the natural 
sounds of the original environment that inspired them. It is hoped that 
the texts, the scores and the tapes will combine to form a useful Hupa 
language experience.

Now, it’s time to read and listen and sing!

Musical 
Scores
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MUSICAL SCORES

   Sa:ts'     ni -  nis-a:n  mitis     wi:ng-yey         Sa:ts'   ni -    nis-a:n  mitis  wing -   yey

 Sa:ts'         ni - nis - a:n  mitis       wi:ng-yey      Sa:ts'        ni - nis-a:n mitis       wing -  yey

    Da:y  -    who'   ch'il   -    tsis        ming              Da:y  -  who'    ch'il   -  tsis         ming

Sa:ts'          ni - nis - a:n  mitis     wi:ng - yey    Da:y  -   who'   ch'il   -   tsis         ming

 Sa:ts'          ni - nis-a:n  mitis     wi:ng-yey        Da:y  -  who'     ch'il  -  tsis         ming

Sa:ts' Ni-nis-a:n Mi-tis Wi:ng-Yey
(The Bear Went Over the Mountain)

Song byAlice Pratt
Score by Jerrold Moore
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MUSICAL SCORES

Nan-dil Win-t’e: Di-yey
(It Is Eternally Under Snow)

             Song byAlice Pratt
Score by Jerrold Moore

 Ni -  nis  -  a:n           li -   qay’        q’it   nan   -   dil               win - t’e:      di -  yey         

Ni -  nis  -  a:n             li - qay’         q’it   nan   -   dil             win -   t’e:     di -  yey     

Ni -  nis  -  a:n            li - qay’         q’it  nan   -   dil              win - t’e:   di -  yey              

Ni -  nis - a:n      li - qay’   q’it nan  -  dil          win-t’e: di -  yey               Ho:              ho’
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MUSICAL SCORES

Whe:’en     do:n’               Le:l       -      ding     na   -   wha:y         -           yey

Whe:’en         do:n’                 Le:l        -      ding      na    -   wha:y         -           yey

Whe:’en         do:n’                  Le:l       -      ding     na   -   wha:y          -            yey

   Whe:’en          do:n’                 Le:l      -       ding     na    -  wha:y           -           yey

Whe:’en          do:n’                 Le:l       -       ding      na   -   wha:y         -            yey

Whe:’en        do:n’                 Le:l       -        ding     na      -     wha:y       -          yey

Whe:’en  do:n’           Le:l    -    ding   na  -  wha:y   -  yey       Mi  -   loy

(ki-nahl-dang-ts'e:y')

Whe:’en Do:n’ Le:l-ding Na-wha:y-yey
(I Myself Have Come From Le:l-ding)

             Song byAlice Pratt
Score by Jerrold Moore
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MUSICAL SCORES

             Song byAlice Pratt
Score by Jerrold Moore

  ’Il   ch’o:-wal na - ni -  le       ’Il - ch’o: - wal  na - ni - le        no:                 hi   no:

 no:                                hi         no:                       no:                                hi       no:

’Il   ch’o:- wal na -  ni  -  le       ’Il - ch’o: - wal  na -  ni - le         no:                   hi    no:

no:                                 hi        no:                      no:                    hi                    no:

Il   ch’o:- wal na -   ni  - le      ’Il  - ch’o: - wal na -  ni - le         no:                    hi    no:

  no:                   hi    no:             no:          hi             no:      Mi - loy

(Ki-nahl-dang-ts’e:y’)

’Il-ch’o:-wal Na-ni-le
(Let Her Flail Herself, She Crosses Over Her Shoulders)
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Using the Extended Glossary

	 This	glossary	includes	all	words	that	appear	in	the	vocabulary	sec-
tions.		It	includes	the	Hupa	form,	type	of	word,	primary	English	translation,	
alternate	English	translations,	Hupa	root	word,	English	translation	for	the	
root	word,	and	an	contextual	explanation	of	the	use	of	the	word.		
	
	 Abbreviations	in	the	topic	headings	for	each	entry	of	the	glossary	are	
as	follows:

	 Eng Trans 1:		Primary	English	translation	for	the	word,	as	it	appears	
in	the	Hupa	text.

	 Hupa Word: 	The	Hupa	term	that	appears	in	the	text.
	
	 Eng Trans 2: 	Alternate	English	translations	that	are	suggested	by	
the	text.

	 Hupa Root Wd: 		The	component	parts	of	the	word,	including	verb	
stem,	modifiers;	noun	root	and	components	 (that	may	 include	verbs);	
phrases	and	their	components,	and	other	components.
	
	 Eng Trans Root Wd:  The	English	translation	of	the	components	of	
the	Hupa	words.

Glossary
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	 Type of Word:		Words	according	to	their	grammatical	type:	verbs,	
nouns,	 pronouns,	 postpositions,	 adverbs,	 numbers,	 exclamations,	 and	
formulas	(with	no	direct	translation	to	English).		Any	of	the	above	may	
appear	in	a	phrase.

	 Contextual information:	 	 Information	 regarding	 social	 context	
within	Hupa	culture	and	sentence	context	within	Hupa	language.

	 -		A	single	dash,	separated	by	spaces,	is	used	to	indicate	equivalent	
meanings.
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Extended Glossary

Eng Trans 1: becoming	

Hupa Word: na-ni-le

Eng Trans 2: coming	across

Hupa Root Wd:	 na-ni	-	across;	le	-	coming
		 	
Eng Trans Root Wd:	 across	-	becoming

Type of Word: Verb

Contextual Info:	 A	verb	formed	from	the	directional	prefix	na-ni,	across	
and	the	stem	le,	becoming.

Eng Trans 1: come	from,	I	

Hupa Word: na-wha:y-yey

Eng Trans 2: I	walked,	I	came	from,	I	have	come	from
   
Hupa Root Wd:	 na	-	down,	wh	-	I,	ay	-	a	single	object	extends	somewhere

Eng Trans Root Wd:	 I	(extended	down	from)

Type of Word: Verb

Contextual Info:	 A	verb,	based	on	the	stem	that	means,	an	extension	from	
somewhere,	interpreted,	come	from	or	walked	from.
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Eng Trans 1: common,	black	bear	
  black	bear 

Hupa Word: sa:ts’

Eng. Trans 2: none

Hupa Root Wd:	 none
	
Eng Trans Root Wd:	 none

Type of Word: Noun	
  
Contextual Info:	 A	word	referring	to	the	most	common	North	American	

bear

Eng Trans 1: dance	stick	rattle	in	Flower	Dance
  used	by	women

Hupa Word: ki-nahl-dang-ts’e:y’

Eng Trans 2: None

Hupa Root Wd:	 ki-nahl-dang	-	young	woman	of	the	
		 flower	dance
		 	 	
Eng Trans Root Wd:	 Flower	Dance	-	stick	rattle

Type of Word: Noun
		 	   
Contextual Info:	 A	word	referring	to	the	rattle	shaken	by	women	at	the	

Flower	Dance,	a	flexible	pole	four	or	more	feet	 long	
with	rattles	at	the	end.
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Eng Trans 1: girl’s	dance	shaker	in	Flower	Dance
 
Hupa Word: mil-ch'il-wal

Eng. Trans 2: none

Hupa Root Wd:	 mil	-	with;	ch'il	-	she;	wal	-	shake
	
Eng Trans Root Wd:	 with	it	she	shakes

Type of Word: Noun	
  
Contextual Info:	 This	dance	shaker	is	made	of	maple	bark,	and	is	soft	and	

flexible.	It	is	used	only	by	the	girl	initiate	in	the	Flower	
Dance.

Eng Trans 1: ending	formula	

Hupa Word: mi-loy

Eng Trans 2: None

Hupa Root Wd:	 mi-loy
		 	 	
Eng Trans Root Wd:	 (ending	formula)

Type of Word:	 Song	formula

Contextual Info:	 A	nontranslatable	expression	sung	at	the	end	of	each	
woman’s	Flower	Dance	song.
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Eng Trans 1: eternally		

Hupa Word: win-t’e:

Eng Trans 2: all	the	way

Hupa Root Wd:	 win-t’e:
		 	 	
Eng Trans Root Wd:	 always

Type of Word:	 Adverb  

Contextual Info:	 An	adverb	that	also	is	used	as	a	verb	suffix,	meaning	all	
the	time	or	over	and	over,	and	interpreted,	eternally.

Eng Trans 1: for	that	reason	

Hupa Word: ming

Eng Trans 2: None

Hupa Root Wd:	 ming
		 	 	
Eng Trans Root Wd:	 for	that	reason

Type of Word:	 Postposition

Contextual Info:	 A	 postpositional	 word	 in	 Hupa	 that	 expresses	
purposefulness	and	is	translated,	“for	that	reason.”
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Eng Trans 1: girl-young	woman	
  	at	Flower	Dance	

Hupa Word: ki-nahl-dang

Eng Trans 2: None

Hupa Root Wd:	 ki-nahl-dang
		 	 	
Eng Trans Root Wd:	 young	woman	for	whom	Flower	Dance	is	held

Type of Word:
		 	 	   
Contextual Info:	 A	term	used	to	refer	to	the	young	girl	whose	menses	

	beginning	is	the	occasion	for	holding	the	Flower	Dance.

Eng Trans 1: I	myself	

Hupa Word: whe:’en

Eng Trans 2: None

Hupa Root Wd:	 whe:’en	 	

Eng Trans Root Wd:	 I	myself

Type of Word:	 Pronoun

Contextual Info:	 An	independent	pronoun	that	is	a	contraction	of	whe:	and	
’en,	interpreted,	I,	in	contrast	to	some	other	person.
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Eng Trans 1: it	is	true	

Hupa Word: do:n’

Eng Trans 2: truly

Hupa Root Wd:	 do:n’
		 	 	
Eng Trans Root Wd:	 it	is	true

Type of Word:	 Exclamation  

Contextual Info:	 An	exclamation	that	has	a	variation,	do:ng’

Eng Trans 1: let	her	flail	herself	

Hupa Word: ’il-ch’o:-wal

Eng Trans 2: let	her	shake,	let	her	keep	time

Hupa Root Wd:	 ’il	-	(nonspecific);	ch’o:	-	let	her;	wal	-	shake
		 	 	
Eng Trans Root Wd:	 (non	specific)	let	her	-	shake

Type of Word:	 Verb

Contextual Info:	 A	verb,	with	the	non-specific	form	ts’il,	associated	with	
the	verb	stem,	contracted	to	’il;	followed	by	the	third	
person	permissive	object,	ch’o:,	let	her,	and	the	stem,	
wal,	shake,	or	keep	time,	and	interpreted,	flail	herself.
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Eng Trans 1: mountain	

Hupa Word: ni-nis-a:n

Eng Trans 2: world,	earth,	ground,	country,	land

Hupa Root Wd:	 nin’	-	ground;	sa’an	-	standing
		 	 	
Eng Trans Root Wd:	 ground	that	is	standing	up

Type of Word:	 Noun

Contextual Info:	 A	word	that	can	be	translated	by	at	least	five	English	words,		
depending	upon	context.	A	noun	derived	from	a	verb.

Eng Trans 1: on	

Hupa Word: q’it

Eng Trans 2: on	it,	above	it

Hupa Root Wd:	 q’it
		 	 	
Eng Trans Root Wd:	 on,	above

Type of Word:	 Postposition

Contextual Info:	 a	postpositional,	directional	word.
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Eng Trans 1: over	it	

Hupa Word: mi-tis

Eng Trans 2: None

Hupa Root Wd:	 mi	-	it;	tis	-	over.
		 	 	
Eng Trans Root Wd:	 over	it

Type of Word:	 Postposition

Contextual Info:	 A	postpositional	word	in	Hupa	that	is	a	prepositional	
phrase	in	English.

Eng Trans 1: she	saw	

Hupa Word: ch’il-tsis

Eng Trans 2: (s)he	did	see,	(s)he	sees,	(s)he	found

Hupa Root Wd:	 ch’i	-	she;	l	-	customary	tense	marker;	tsil	-	see

Eng Trans Root Wd:	 she	-	continuously	-	sees

Type of Word:	 Verb

Contextual Info:	 A	verb	with	three	components:	ch’i	-	the	third	person	
singular	 form,	 she;	 l	 -	 customary	marker;	 for	 L	 class		
verbs;	tsis	-	see	is	the	verb	stem.	The	customary	tense	
is	used	to	express	an	action	that	occurs	continuously	or	
over	and	over	without	reference	to	beginning	or	ending.
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Eng Trans 1: singing	a	melody	

Hupa Word: ya:na:’a’awh

Eng Trans 2: raising	a	song

Hupa Root Wd:	 ya	-	they;	’awh	-	sing
		 	
Eng Trans Root Wd:	 they	are	raising	a	song

Type of Word:	 Verb

Contextual Info:	 An	expression	referring	to	a	soloist	introducing	a	song	
in	a	ceremonial	dance.

Eng Trans 1: snow		

Hupa Word: nan-dil

Eng Trans 2: none

Hupa Root Wd:	 nan	-	they;	dil	is	a	progressive	form	of	the	verb
		 stem	-	dal
		 	 	
Eng Trans Root Wd:	 they	fall	to	the	ground  

Type of Word:	 Noun

Contextual Info:	 A	noun	formed	from	a	verb,	where	the	verb	stem	changes	
with	the	tense:	dil	indicates	progressive	tense,	(over	and	
over),	but	dal	refers	to	definite	tense	(a	single	completed	
action).	The	progressive	tense	is	used	to	express	an	ac-
tion	that	occurs	over	and	over,	with	reference	to	place	
(i.e.	in	different	places).
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Eng Trans 1: under	

Hupa Word: di-yey

Eng Trans 2: at	the	foot	of

Hupa Root Wd:	 di-yey
		 	 	
Eng Trans Root Wd:	 under

Type of Word:	 Postposition

Contextual Info:	 A	postpositional	word	referring	to	the	direction,	under,	
and	interpreted,	“at	the	foot	of.”

Eng Trans 1: village,	principal	Hupa	village

Hupa Word: ta’k’i-mil-ding

Eng Trans 2: 

Hupa Root Wd:	 ta’k’i	-	one	stirs,	cooks,	acorn	soup
	
Eng Trans Root Wd:	 one	stirs,	cooks	acorn	soup	-	with	-	place

Type of Word:	 Noun 

Contextual Info:	 A	noun	name	for	a	village,	the	principal	Hupa	dance	
grounds	at	Hostler	Ranch	in	the	Hoopa	valley.
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Eng Trans 1: village,	at	Hupa	ceremonial	division

Hupa Word: tol-q’a’ts’ding

Eng Trans 2: 

Hupa Root Wd:	 tol-q’a’ts’	-	spring;	ding	-	place
		 	 	
Eng Trans Root Wd:	 proper	name	-	place

Type of Word:	 Noun

Contextual Info:	 A	noun	name	for	a	village,	that	is	on	the	southern	side	
of	Supply	Creek	in	the	Hoopa	Valley,	and	was	the	place	
where	 the	north	and	 south	ceremonial	boundary	oc-
curred.

Eng Trans 1: village,	principal	Tse:ning-xwe	(South	Fork)	village

Hupa Word: Le:l-ding

Eng Trans 2: None’

Hupa Root Wd:	 Le:l	-	it	flows	out;	ding	-	place
		 	
Eng Trans Root Wd:	 it	flows	out	place

Type of Word:	 Noun  

Contextual Info:	 A	noun	name	for	a	village,	le:l	is	a	variation	of	ch’e:l,	
meaning,	it	flows	out.	This	village	is	at	the	mouth	of	the	
South	Fork	branch	of	the	Trinity	River,	where	it	flows	
into	the	Trinity	River.
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Eng Trans 1: white		

Hupa Word: li-qay’

Eng Trans 2: None

Hupa Root Wd:	 li-qay’
		 	 	
Eng Trans Root Wd:	 white  

Type of Word:	 Postposition

Contextual Info:	 A	postpositional	word	that	is	non-directional,	and	an	
	 adjective	in	English
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B
basket, Indian  6
Brown, Sam  7

C
ceremony, Hupa  3
chant  2,21,38
childhood, Hupa  53-56
children, Hoopa  11,55
county, Humboldt  11

D
dance stick rattle, Flower Dance  49
Dance stick rattle, girl’s 49,51
Dance, Flower  3,30-51
Dance, Kick  2,3,21-22

G
grammar 26-27,49-50

H
healing  22
Hoopa Valley Tribe  11
Hupa  2-3,6,11-15,23-25,32-38,40,43-48,
 53-55

I
imagery  26
intention  1,2
interpretation  4-7,32,49

K
knowledge, prior  6

L
Little, Emmaline  53
luck, good  32,43

M
meaning  1-8,38-39,49-50
memory, tribal  5
menses  32-33
modifier, noun  15,26-27
modifier, verb 59
mountain, Mary Baline  7,22
mountain, Mt. Shasta  7,21-27
mountain, derivation of  4-6

N
Norton, Willis, old  54
Norton, Willis, young  54

Index
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P
personality, serious  53
phonetic writing system  ix-xiv
phrase, noun  26-27
postposition  15,27
prefix, verb  49
preposition  15

R
root word  4,59
rules, Flower Dance  44

S
sentence context  3-5,15-17,26-27,38-39,
 49-50
sentence pattern  15,17
sentence repetition  17,38-39
social context  3,6,11-12,21-22,31-33,39,
 43-44,51,67
social situation  7
song, heavy  21
song, light  21
speech event  1-3
Stone, Liza  53
Stone, Molly  53

symbolism, number seven  39
symbolism, number ten  33

T
tense, customary  15,17
tense, definite  15,17,38
training, Flower Dance  31-33,43-45
training, Kick Dance  21-22
translation  3-5
type of words  15

V
verb-centered language  15
verb stem  15,59
village, Hostler Ranch, Ta’k’i-mil-ding
 33,37,39,53
village, South Fork of Trinity, Le:l-ding  
 30-40,55
village, Supply Creek, Tol-q’ats’ding  

33,37,39

W
word order  3,15,26-27
world view, Hupa  6




